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A (p, q, x)-latin rectangle is a rectangular matrix with x symbols in each cell such that each 
symbol occurs at most p times in each row and at most q times in each column. It is said to be: 
exact if each symbol occurs exactly p times in each row and exactly q times in each column. We: 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for a given (p, q, x)-latin rectangle A to be embeddable 
in an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle E on the same symbols. The same problem is solved with the 
restriction added, that no symbol occurs more than once in any cell of E, with the restriction 
that A and E are symmetric squares, and with both these restrictions. 
4. Embedding theormns 
This is the second of two papers on generalized latin rectangles; Sections l-3 
can be r^ound in Generalized Latin Rectangles I: Construction and Decomposition 
(see Discr Math. 31(1980) 125-152). We shall only repeat a few definitions in this 
part; definitions of concepts used but not defined below were given in Part i. !r! 
p&z tict?ar, tie refer to Section 2 for important results on edge-cclourings of 
graphs. 
A partial (p, q, x)-lath rectangle is a rectangular matrix in which each cell is 
filled with at most x symbols in such a way that each symbol occurs at most p 
times in each row and at most 4 times in each column. A (p, q, x)-k&n rectangle 
is a partial (p, q, x)-latin rectangle in which each cell is filled by precisely x 
symbols. A partial symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square is a partial symmetric 
(p, p, x)-latin square in which all diagonal cells are empty:, it is a symmetric 
(p, p, x)-blocked bin square if each non-diagonal cell contains precisely x sym- 
bols. A (p, q, x)-latin rectangle is exact if each symbols occurs exactly p times in 
each row and q times in each column, and a symmetric (p,, p, x)-blocked latin 
square is exact if each symbol occurs exactly p times in each row. An exact 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangle on xt symbols has size qt x pt, an exact symmetric (p, p, x)- 
blocked latin square on xt symbols has size (pt + 1) x (pt + 1). 
If no symbol occurs more than once in any cell of a generalized latin rectangle, 
we say that it is without repetidon. 
If A is a (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on symbols (TV, . . . , cr,, without repetition, 
where t > i, then the complemmt A of .A is a matrix of the same size as A, 
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obtained by placing in each cell of ‘4 all symbols which do not occur in the 
corresponding cell of A. It is easy to see thal if A is exact, then A is an exact 
(g’, 4’. x’)-latin rectangle without repetition on X’Z’ symbols, where xftf = xt, 
p’r’ = pt, 49’ = 4~~ and x’+ x = xt, so that t’ =t/(t-1) ,pf=y(t-l), g’=q(t-1), and 
xi=x(t-1). 
In Part I we considered existence, construction and decomposition of 
generalized latin rectangles. The object of this paper is to investigate questions 
about embedding. 
If A is any latin rectangle (possibly partial) and o is any symbol we let NA (0) 
denote the number of times u occurs in A. If p is anv row of A, N,(a) denotes 
the number of times 0 occurs in p. Similarly for a column c. 
Ryser proved [6) that a (1, 1, 1).latin rectangle A of size r x s on symbols 
Cl ,**e, a,, can be embedded in an exact (1, 1, 1)-latin square on the same 
symbols if and only if ZVA (a,) 2 r + s - n for all i = 1, . . . , n. Evans [2] applied this 
result to show that a partial (1, 1, l)-latin square B of size n x n on symbols 
Qi , . . . , cm can be embedded in an exact (1, 1, 1)-latin square of size m x m on 
symbols uI, . . . , q,, wheneve, m 2 2n, this bound being best possible. Cruse [ 1] 
obtained similar results for symmetric (1, 1, 1)-latin squares. 
In this section we first consider (p, 4, x)-latin rectangles, then we consider 
symmetric (p, p, x)-latin ‘5”*’ +ares, our results being a great deal more difficult to 
prove in this case, and finally we consider symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin 
squares. 
Apart from the convention that p, 4? x and t are given such that p, 4, X, pt, xt, qr 
are all positive integers, we shall assume in this section that t and s are given 
positive integers. 
4.1. Emheddings of (p, 4, x)-Zatin rectangles 
Theorem 4.1.1. A (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle A of size r x s on symbols (TV, . . . , a,, 
can be embedded in an exact (p, 4, x)&tin rectangle, repetition permitted, on the 
same symbols if and only if 
N/&rj)~qs+pr-p4? (1s XX?). (13) 
Theorem 4.1.2. A (p, 4, x)-Zatin rectangle A without repetition of size r X s on 
symbols vl, . . . , ox, can be embedded in an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rtictangle without 
repetition on the same symbols if and only if the following four condi;tions are 
obeyed. 
N~(ui)Z4s+Pr-p9t gl~i<xt), 
N*(oi)~4s+pr-P4t+(Pt-s)(yt-r) (lsi~xf), 
ptJ,(mi) 2 p f s - pl for all rows ,O of A (1 s i s xt), 
~((q)~qfr-qt for all columns c of A (l~isxt). 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
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ProofobTheorems4.l.1and4.l.2. Necessity. Suppose A isembeddedin an exact 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangle E on xf symbols of size qt x pt. Suppose E is partitioned as 
indicated in Fig. 17. Any symbol ai occurs exactly pr times in A U B and at most 
q(pf - s) times in B, so we must have 
This proves the necessity of (13 :f in both theorems. 
Now suppose E is without repetition. Then each symbol ai occurs a’r most 
(pf - s)(qf - r) times in D, i.e., at Seast q(pt- s)- (pt - s)(qt- r) times in B. Since it 
occurs pr times in A U B we have 
and the necessity of (14) follows. 
The necessity of condition (15) follows from the fact that each symbol occurs at 
most pt - s times in each row of B, and hence at least p - (pr - s) times in each row 
of A. Similarly with condition (16). 
Remark. Except in the case when t = 1 (which is trivial) the necessity of (14) 
also follows from the fact that a generalized latin rectangle without repetkion is 
embeddable if and only if its complement is, since (14) is equivalent to (13) for A. 
Sufficiency. Let A be a (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size r x s on symbols 
01, l l l 9 a,,- We shall prove both theorems by proving that if the appropriate 
conditions are fulfilled and if s -C pt, then we can extend A to a (p, q, x)-latin 
rectangle of size r x pt also satisfying the conditions,, The same argument applied 
to this rectangle then produces one of size qt x pt, an~d this must be an exact 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangle as required. 
So assume that s < pt. We construct a bipartite graph G, with independeut 
vertex sets R and S, as follows: R consists of r “row vertices” pl, . . . , pr 
corresponding to the r rows of ,4, and S consists of the xt symbols al, . . . , a,,. A 
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symbol vertex Oi is joined to a row vertex pj b;J ex.Tctly p - Nj(ai) edges; thus the 
number of edges joining vertices gi and pj is the number of times the symbol ai 
has yet to occur in the jth row. Then each row vertex has degree pxt- sx = 
~(pf a- S) in G, and each symbol vertex Ui has degree pr - PvA (ai ). 
Oat 
ho 
. 
. 
. . 
d (Pj) = x (pt_S) 
pj GUI d(ai) =Pr_NA’“i’ 
. FNj (ai) dF . 
Fig. 18. The graph G. 
Now give G Q balanced colouring with the pt - s co!owrs s + 1, . . . , pt ; by 
Theorem 2.1 S G has such a cotouring. We show that we get the required 
(p, 4, x)*-latin rectangle of size r x pt by placing symbol Ci in cell (j, c) exactly A 
times .if and only if ai and pj are joined by pl ecisely A edges of colour c, for all 
i&c, lSiSxf, lSjSr, s+lGcSp?. 
It is clear that each pi has exactly x edges of each colour on it, so x symbols are 
placed in each cell. Furthermore, since there are p - JVj(ci) edges joining Ui and pjq 
each symbol is used precisely p times in each row. 
NOW suppolse A satisfies (13). Then for each symbol Oi, 
d pr - (4s + pr - p@ = q(pf -- s). 
Therefore there are at most 4 edges of each colour on each symbol vertex, so no 
symbol is used more than 4 times in each column. Thus we do obtain a 
(p, 4, x)-latin rectangle. Clearly each symbol occurs exactly pr times, so (13) and 
(14) are satisfied with s replaced by pt (there is equality in both). 
This finishes the proof of Theorem 4.1.1, and we turn to the case with no 
repetition. Assume that (14), ($5) and (16) as well as (13) hold for A. Then, by 
(15), for each pj and ai, p - Nj(ai) s pt - S, SO the number of edges joining two 
vertices never exceeds the total number of colours. Therefore each colour will 
occur on at most one of the edges between any given row vertex and any given 
symbol vertex. Thus the cells will be 5lled without repetition. In the extended 
rectangle, (15) (with s replaced by pr) is clearly true, and it remains only to show 
that (16) also holds for all columns 1, . . . , it. It is true for coloumns 1, . . . , s 
because it holds in A. For the remaining columns observe that, by (14), for each 
a, 
A(Ui) = pr- NA(‘Ji) 
3 pqr - qs - (pf - s)(cgf - r,) = (pf - s)(q + r - qt). 
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Therefore each colour will occur on each symbol vertex at least q + r - qt times, so 
each symbol will occur in at least q + r- qt cells in each of the columns s -t 
1 9 l l l , pt. Hence (16) is true for these columns. Cl 
Coroky 4.1.3 (cf. M. Hall [3]). A (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size r x pt on xt 
symbols can always be embedded in an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle, repetition 
permitted, on the same symbols. 
C~rolkry 4.1.4. A (p, q, x)-latin rectangle A without repetition of size r x pt on xt 
symbols can be embedded in an exacr (p, q, x)-latin rectangZe without repetition on 
the same symbols if and only if each symbol occurs at least q + r - qt times in each 
column of A. 
tirollary 4.1.5 (Ryser [6]). A (1, 1, 1)-latin rectangle A of size r x s on n symbols 
can be embedded in a latin square on n symbols if and only if for all symbols a, 
N,(a)ar+s-n. 
Corollary 4.1.6. An edge-colouring of Kts with colours C,, . . . , C,, can be ex- 
tended to an equitable edge-colouring of ‘F(&,t with the same colours if and only if 
the following conditions hold, where the independent vertex sets of KEs are R and S 
and of R&N are Q and P such that R c Q, SC P, IRI = r, IS( = s, IQ]= c,rt and 
IPI = pt. 
(C(v))~p for all VER (l~i~xt), 
lC,(w)lGq for all wES (IGiGxt), 
ICI>qs+pr-pqt (1GiGxt). 
67) 
08) 
(19) 
Corollary 4.1.7. An edge-colouring of Kts with colours C,, . . . , CX,, where each 
colour is on at most one edge between an;? pair of vertices, can be extended to a 
balanced edge-colouring of K&,r with the same colours if and only if the following 
conditions hold (R and S as above). 
p+s-pt<lC,(v)l<p for all vE R (lsisxt), (20) 
q+r-qtcIC(w)(dq for all wES (1 G i < xt), (21) 
qs+pr-p4tGJCi(G@+pr-p@+(pt-S)(qt-r) (16 i<xt). (22) 
Theorem 4.1.8. A partial (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size r x s on xt symbols can be 
embedded in an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle, repetition permittIed, on the same 
symbols if pqt 2 qs + pr. 
Proof. Let A be a partial (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size r x s on xt symbols, 
where pqt 2 qs +pr. First we add symbols to each cell of A with fewer than x 
symbols present so as to produce a (p, q, . $-latin rectangle B of size r x s on the 
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same symbols, This can be done by adding to such a cell (i, j) any symbol which is 
not already present p times in row i or 4 times in column j. There is always a 
symbol availabie, for the number of symboEs which are already present p times in 
row i is less than xslp and the number which are already present 4 times in 
column j is less than xr/q. The number of synbols available for adding to the cell 
(i. j) is therefore greater than 
xs xt ’ ~sf---_2 
P 4 P4 
(p4t - 4s - pr) 2 0. 
By applying Theorem 4.1.1 we embed B in an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle on 
the same set of symbols (condition (13) of the theorem becomes IV* (oi) 2 0). 0 
Theorem 4.1.8 is best possible in the sense that there exist non-embeddable 
partial (p, 4, x)-latin rectangles of size r x s on xt symbols with p4t = 4s + pr - 1. 
An exact ( 1 T 1, l)-latin square of size fct + 1) x $( t + 1) on i( t + 1) symbols (t is odd) 
is an example of this, because it may be considered as a partial (1, 1, 1)-latin 
square on t symbols in which i(t- 1) symbols each occur 0 times, and because it 
cannot be embedded in an exact (1, 1, 1)-latin square of size t x t. 
Theorem 4.1.9. Let A be a partial (p, 4, x)&in rectangle without repetition of size 
IX s on xt symbols. Then A can be embedded in an exact (p, 4, x)-latin rectangle 
without repetition on the same symbols under the conditions given below. 
(i) Jf either (a) min{p, 4) = 1, or (b) N,&)= 0 for xk symbols CT, where k is a 
rational number such that xk, pk, qk are positive in?egers and k 2 max{ r/4, s/p, l), or 
(c) A ES a (p, 4, x)&tin rectangle, then the conditions are 
lrqtSpr+qs, (23) 
plap+s$ (24) 
qtaq+r. (25) 
(ii) Otherwise the conditions are 
pq(t- l)ap(r-l)+q(s- 1) 
together with (24) and (25). 
(26) 
Remark 1. The inequalities are the best possible OK may obtain independent of 
X. To bring in dependence on X, (26) ~!sy be replaced by 
,r2q(l-l)>max p(r-l)+q(s-l)-y,pr+qs-W--l}. 
i 
Remark 2. Concerning the relationship between (23) and (26), note that p + 4 > 
p4 if arad only if min{p, 4 I= I; it follows that (23)+(26) if min{p, 4) = 1, and that 
(26)=$ /23) if min{p,4)22. 
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Proof. We first show that we :;an add symbols to the partial (p, q, x)-latin 
rectangle A to obtain a (p, q, xj-latin rectangle B without repetition on the same 
xt symbols. In the case (i) (c), where A is itself a (p, q, x)-latin rectangle there is 
nothing to prove. So assume that some cells of A contain less than x symbols. In 
the case (i) (b) by Theorem 2.2 there exists an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle 
without repetition of size qk x pk on the xk symbols, and since qk 2 r and pk > s 
we can obtain B by filling any vacancies in a cell in A with symbols from the 
corresponding cell of this rectangle. In case (i) (a) or in case (ii) consider a cell 
(i, j) of A with less than x symbols in it. There are at mzst x - 1 symbols present 
in the cell, there are at most x(s - 1)/p further symbols which have been used in 
row i p times and at most x(r - 1)/q further symbols which have been used in 
column j q times. Thus the number of symbols available for adding to the ccl! (i, j) 
is greater than or equal to 
xt-(x-l)- 
x(s- 1) x(r-1) x 
P 
---=-&{pq(!-l)-p(r-1)-q(s--l)}+l 
q 
which is non-negative by (26) (as explained in Remark 2, (26) is true in case (i) (a) 
as well as case (ii)). By repeating this procedure we obtain the (p, q, x)-latin 
rectangle B. 
Next we note that Theorem 4.1.2 can be applied to show that B can be 
embedded in an exact (p, q, Qlatin rectangle without repetition on the given xt 
symbols. Clearly B satisfies conditions (15) and (16) of Theorem 4.1.2. Zt also 
satisfies (13), because, as explained in Remark 2, (26) implies (23) if min{p, 4’) 3 2. 
Finally, B satisfies condition (14) of Theorem 4.1.2 because, by (25), 
qs+pr-pqt+(p?-sj[qt-r)Sqs+pr-pqf+(pt-s)q = yr, 
and no symbol occurs more than pr times in B. 0 
C~r~lhry 4.1.10. The following holds whether re+tition is permitted or not: A 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangle on xt symbols can always be embedded in an exact 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangle on xt’ symbols if t’~2t. 
An exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on xt symbols cannot be embedded in a strictly 
lurger exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle on less than 2xt symbols. 
Proof. A (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size r x s on xt symbols must have r s qt and 
s < pt; the first part of the corollary now follows from Theorems 4.1.8 and 4.1.9, 
case (i) (c). The last part follows from Theorems 4.1 .l and 4.1.2. U 
From Theorem 4.1.8 we obtain the following corollaries. 
Coroilary 4.1.11 (cf. Evans [2]). A partial (p, p, x)-latin square of size r X r on xt 
symbols can be embedded in an exact (p, p. x)-latin square, repetition permitted, on 
the same symbols if pt 2 2r. 
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corourUy 4.1.12. An edge-colouring of a subgruph of KF,S with xt COZOUYS satisfying 
(17) and (18) of Corolky 4. I .6 can be extended to an equitable edge-colouring of 
K&n with rhe same colowrs if pqt> 4s + pr. 
From Theorem 4.1.9 we obtain the following corollaries. 
cordiasy 4.1.13. A partsal (p, p, x)-Zatin square without repetition of size Y x r on xt 
symbols can be embedded in an exact (p, p, x)-latin square without repetition on the 
same symbols if 
if y>l, 
pt 3 
if p=l. 
Fro& Except in the case Y = 1, p ‘J pt this follows from Theorem 4.1.9. If Y = I, 
p = pt thw z= 1, so condition (24), pr 2 p + Y, cannot be satisfied. However iri this 
case, each cell mcst contain each element exactly once, and the embedding is 
clearly possible. 0 
CoroUary 4.1.14, An edge-colouring of u subgraph of KF,S with xt colours sarisfying 
( 17) and (18) of Corollary 4.1.6 and such that no two vertices are joined by more 
rhan one edge of arny codout can be extended to a bcknced edge-colouring of K&,, 
with lhe same colours if the appropriate conditions of Theorem 4.1.9 aYe satisfied. 
4.2. Embeddings of symmetric (p, p, x)&tin squares 
Theorem 4.2.1. A symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square A of size Y x Y on symbols 
Orl,*.=* a,, can be embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)&tin square, repetition 
permilled, on the same symbols if and only if (27) and (28) hold. 
N,(Ui)32pY-p2t (1 S i SxXt), (27) 
NA(qi) and p*t hat?e diRerent pa&y for at most x(pt - Y) symbols ai. 
(28) 
Pro& The necessity of (27) follows from Theorem 4.1.1. In an exact (p, p, x)-latin 
square there are pt columns and each symbol crccurs p times in each column, so 
altogether each symbol occurs p*f tim,cs. If ZVA (a,) has parity different from p* r 
and A is embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square, symbol ai must 
occur an odd number of times on the diagonal outside A. But there are only 
x(pt - r) such places; this proves the necessity of (28). 
To prove the sufficiency of (27) and {28), let Y < pt, let A be as in the statement 
of the theorem, and suppost: that (27) and (28) hold. We prove the theorem by 
show ng that A can be extended to a Sp, p, x)-latin square A’ of side Y’ = Y + 1 on 
tht symbols crI, . . . , ax,, with (27) anc’i (28) holding for A’. 
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We construct a bipartite graph G, with independent vertex sets R U{p,) and S 
as follows: ,R consists of r “row vertices” pl: . . . , pr, where pj corresponds to the 
row i of A, pC (which we shall also denote by ~4) is the “corner vertex”, and S 
consists of xt “symbol vertices” q, . . . , a,,. 
The symbol vertex ai is joined to the row vertex pj by exactly p - Nj(ci) edges, 
and the corner vertex pC is joined by a single edge to each symbol vertex ai for 
which N*(q) has parity different from the parity of p2f. 
Kg. 19. The graph G. 
Each row vertex pj has degree x(pr- r), and, by (28), pC has degree at most 
X(P? - r). Each symbol vertex Ci has degree pr - N’ (vi) + S(i), where S(i) is 0 or 1 
according to whether the parity of N,&q) is the same as, or is different from, the 
parity of p2f. If NA (Ui) = 2pr - p2f, then S(i) = 0, and SO, by (27), for all ai, 
d(Ui) = pr-NA(Ci) + S(i) 
qr-2prep2t = &P-r). 
We now give G a balanced edge-a:olouring with it - r colours. Such a colouring 
exists by Theorem 2.1. In this colouring, each row vertex pj (1 <i < r’) is incident 
with exactly x edgec of each colour, the corner vertex pC = prl with at most x edges 
of each colour and each symbol vertex ci with at most p edges of each colour. We 
then select any colour, and, for each i, 1 +- -C r’, till in the cell in row i and column 
r’ with those symbols whose vertices are joined to pj by edges of this colour. Then 
each of the first r cells will be filled with exactly x symbols, the r’-th cell will be 
filled by at most x symbols, and each symbol will be used at most p times in 
column r’. We then fill in the first r cells of row r’ symmetrically. Finally we fill in 
the remaining places of cell (r’, r’) (if any) randomly with symbols subject to the 
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sole restriction that no symbol occurs in column r’ more than p times. Since p 
times the number of symbols is ptx, and ptx 2 (r + 1)x, this is possible. 
If pt = r + 1 then the symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square is now exact, and the proof 
is complete. Now suppose that pt- r ~2. We want to show that the symmetric 
(p, p, x)-latin square A’ we have obtained satisfies (27) and (28). 
To show &at (27) holds, we must show that N,&) 2 2pr’ - p2 f for each symbol 
ai. If N’ (ai) 2 2pr’ - p2 t this is clearly true, SO suppose that NA (a,) = 
2p(r+ l)-p2f- k, when 1 =G k G 2~. Then we need to show that the symbol ai is 
used at least k times in the filling of the new row and column. 
By the balance of the colouring, ai is incident with at least Ld(oi)/(pt - $1 edges 
of each colour. Since 
it follows that 
If k is even, then NA (iTi) and p2 t have the same parity, so 6(i) = 0, and thus 
symbol a, is not placed in cell (r’, r’) before the final random filling in of this cell; 
therefore it is used at letist 2 [d(a;)/(pt - r)J times. But 
as required. 
If k is odd, then S(i) = 1 and thus symbol ui may be placed in cell (r’, r’) once 
before the final random filling in; therefore it is used at least 2 Ld(qi)/(pZ - r)] - 1 
times. But 
SO (27) holds in both cases for N,~(ai4,, 
Finally let us show that (28) holds for A’. Let N be the number of symbols in A 
having parity different from p2 f, N’ the same for A’. 
We show first that x(pt - r) - N is even. If p2 t is even, then either p is even or pt 
is even, so xpt is even. Also N is the number of elements which occur an odd 
numbx of times on the diagonal of A, so N = a -2ar for some integer (x 30. 
Therl Fore x(Pt - r) - N = xpt - rx - rx + 2cw, which is even. Similarly, consider the 
case when p2f is odd. Then p is odd., so xt(p- 1) is even. In this case N is the 
number of elements which occur an even number of times on the diagonal of A, 
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so, for some integer ar 2 0, N = xt - rx + 2a. Therefore x(p? - r)- N = 
xpt - rx - xt + rx - 2a = xt(p - 1) - 2q which is even. 
Let N = a(pf - r) + b, where 0 s b G pt - r - 1. Since there are either a or a + 1 
edges of any given colour going to the corner vertex, 
N’SN-a++a) 
=a(pt-r)+b+x--2a 
=a(pr-r-2)+b+x. 
If pt-rs3 and asx-2, then 
Nk(x-2)(pt-r-2)+b+x 
=x(pt--r-l)+b-2(pt-r-2) 
~X(pf--r- l)+l-(pr-r-2) 
~x(pt--r- 1). 
If pr-r~3 and a=x- 1, then bspr-r-2. (For if a=x-1 and b=pt-r-l 
then x(pf - r) - N = 1, which is odd). Therefore, 
N’s(x-l)(pt-r-2)+b+x 
=x(pt-r- l)-(pt-r-2)+b 
S x(pP- r- 1). 
If a = x, i.e., N = x(pf-- r) and b = 0, we get N’ = N-x = x(pr - Y- 1). Finally, if 
pt- r = 2, then b = 0. (For if b = 1, then x(pf-r)-P/=2x-(2a+l), which is 
odd.) Therefore, N’G x = x(pf - r - 1). 
This shows that (28) always holds for A’, and completes the proof of Theorem 
4.2.1. Cl 
The next theorem is the analogue of Theorem 4.2.1 in the case without 
repetition. The following examples give an idea of the additional complications. 
Example 13. Consider the symmetric (2,2.2)-latin square A in Fig. 20, on 
symbols l,..., 6. Here r= 4 and f is 3. 
A 
Fig. 20. 
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It is easy to check from Theorem 4.1.2 that A can be embedded in an exact 
(2,2,2)-k&n square without repetition, if we do not require symmetry. Further- 
more, the parity-condition (28) of Theorem 4.2.1 is also satisfied, so A can be 
elmiiscdded in an exact symmetric (2,2,2)-latin square if we permit repetition. 
However. A cannot be embedded in an exact symmetric (2,2,2)-latin square 
wi~hc?u! repetitjon. This follows because each symbol must occur an even number 
of times in %uch an exact square, and the symbols 1,2,3 and 4 all occur an odd 
nur,.ber of times in A ; thus these four symbols must occupy the remaining four 
places in the diagonal. But the symbol 6 occurs twice in each row of A, so to 
occur twice in each of the remaining columns it must occur in every cell of C, i.e., 
also in the diagonal cells. This is impossible as we have just seen that symbols 
1,2,3, and 4 occupy all the places there. 
IZXIUI@~ 14. If we take the complement of the (2,2,2)-latin square A of 
Example 13, we get a symmetric (4,4,4)-latin square A (see Fig. 21). 
Fig. 21. 
Again A satisfies all conditions of Theorems 4.1.2 and 4.2.1, but it cannot be 
embedded in an exact symmetric (4,4,4)-latin square without repetition. Whereas 
in Example 13 we had “tgo many” symbols for the remaining diagonal celis, this 
time we have “too few”* . symbols 1,2,3 and 4 occur an odd number of times in 
A, so each can occur only once in tt,e remaining diagonal, and the symbol 6 
occurs only twice in ealch row and column of bi and so cannot occur in the 
remaining diagonal at all. Hence only &Ix out of the eight places in the remaining 
diagonal cells can be filled, which shows that A cannot be embedded. 
We now state the theorem. Note that for t > 1 the upper bound of conditions 
(2% and (311 b for A are in fact equivalent o the lower bounds of (29) and (3 1) for 
A, although we have chosen not to use this in the proof. 
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Furthermore, let 
W={ci 1 NA(Ui)s2pr-p2t+(pt-r)2-(pt-r) and NA(~i)fp~t (mod 2)}, 
W ={Ui 1 NA(a,)~2pr-p2tf(pt--r) and N,q(ni)+p’t-(pt-r) (mod 2)). 
Then A can be embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square without 
repetition on the symbols q, . . . . ox, if and only if ccriditions (29), (30), (31) below 
hold: 
2pr-p2tGNA(Ui)S2pr-p2t+(ptSr)2 (16 i<xt), (29) 
Np(gi)sp+r-pt foEallrowspof A (lsisxt), (30) 
pr-r- 1 
C @t-r-j) JMiJ+)WJ~x(pt--r)dXt(pt-r) 
j=O 
pr-r-l 
- 1 (Pt-r-j)(mil-Iwl. (31) 
Remark. Notice that, for each j, Mj n W = 8, mj n w = @ 
Proof. Necessii,v. The necessity of (299 and (30) follows from Theorem 4‘1.2. To 
prove the necessity of (31), assume that A is embedded in an exact symmetric 
(p, p, rc)-latin square E without repetition on the same symbols. Let E be 
partitioned as indicated in Fig. 22. 
Any symbol qi occurs pr times in A U C, hence it must occur pr - NA (ai) times in 
C. Since it occurs (pt - r)p times in CU D we get 
ND(ni)=p2t-2pr+ NA(ui). (32) 
In E each symbol rri occurs p2 t time;,. So if N* (v~) f p2 t (mod 2), o, must occur 
an odd number of times in D, and so must occur at least once on the diagonal of 
Fig, 22. 
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1). Thus each element of W occurs at Icast once on the diagonal of D. By (32), for 
each j, !KjSp-r- d, 
M, = {G, i N,,(q) = ipt - r)* - j), 
Thcrcfow each symbol in MI occurs in ai! but j cells of D, and so must occur in at 
Icast pl - t-j cells of the diagonal crf I>. Since W f~ Mj = Q) for each j, and since 
the di;agonal of D contains exactly x(pr - P) symbols, it follows that 
(33) 
As E is without repetition, each symbol can occur at most PI - r times on the 
diagonal of D. But by (321, for each j, 0 s j s pt - r - I, 
so each $) l tbol in mi can occur at most j times on the diagonal of D. Further- 
more, any symbol vj in w can occur at most it - r - 1 times in the diagonal of D, 
~CC~USC, by (32) and the kfinition of W, NI>(Gi) - p*? + 2prf p*t - (pt - r) (mod 2), 
so N,,(q,) + (p - I) (mod 2). Thus the total number of places occupied on the 
diag49nal is at most 
Since the x(pr - r) places of the diagonal of Ll are all occupied, we get 
x(pr - r) s xt(pt - r) -- c (pf-- r-j) lql-lwl. 
1 -0 
(34) 
The inqualities (33) and (34) together establish the necessity of (31). 
Renlcrrk. It is practicable to write down a self-contained proof of the sufficiency 
of conditions (29)-(31) along the lines of the proofs of Theorems 3.4.4 and 3.4.9 
of Part I of this paper, leaving out some of the extra details necessary for those 
proofs. I-Jowcver, such a proof still becomes very long (the first proof that we 
ohtaincd was of this kind). By a fairly simple trick (regarding embedding as a 
decomposition of a square of size 1 x II ). it is possible to deduce the sufficiency 
straight from the proofs of Theorems 3.4.4 and 3.4.9, and we sketch such a proof 
Mow. The sufficiency part of Theorem cf. 2. I could have been proved in the same 
way. 
Sr@cierzcy. Let A be as stated in the theorem, satisfying conditions (29)-(31), 
and Jet r< ,rl?. Let the cells of A be denoted by aii (1 s i s r, 1 “-j s r). Let A’ be 
the matrix formed by extending A as in Figure 23, where each symbol cr, occurs 
p- N&i,) times in cell qr+l and in cell U,+,,i (1 s k ~xt, 1 c is r); by (30), and 
hecau+ N,(q I d p, we have 
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A’ 
Fig. 23. 
Since Cff= I (p - Ni (0, )) = pxt - IX we get 
cell a;.,, , contains x(pt - r) symbols (1 s i < r). (36) 
The cell C of A’ contains each symbol ok a number of times so as to make q, 
occur p(pf - v) times in the last row of A’ in total, i.e. 
NC(“lC)=P(Pr-r)- C (peNi( 
i=l 
=p2f-2pr+NA(uk) (l<k<xt). (37) 
By (2% 
oa$.(u,&(pr-r)2 (1s ksxt). (38) 
Since ci’= 1 (p’ f - 2pr + NA (ak )) = p2?xr -. @KU + I% wc have 
cell C contains x(pr - r)? symbols. (39) 
Finally we observe that 
Let B denote the 1 x 1 matrix in which each of q, . . . , CT,, occurs p’? times. B 
is an exact symmetric (p2?, p2?, p2t2X)-latin squ2rc:. 
We now refer to the proof of Theorem 3.4.9 (which in turn is built on the proof 
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of Theorem 3.4.4) WC regard A’ as a subdivision of B, and we wish to show that 
A’ satisfies the induction hypothesis of that proof with r steps completed: note 
that as f3 only contains one cell the situation is in a way simpler than in the proof 
of Theorem 3.4.9. With the notation of that proof we have that m = it and 
n = s = I (the r of the proof of Theorem 3.4.9 is irrelevant (r = 0)). 
It is easily checked that (35)~(40) imply that the induction hypothesis is 
satisfied, except for the equivalent of (3). We now prove that (3) is. also satisfied. 
By (37). 
Zc = (a 1 (pt - r)* - JV&) 2 pt - r and N&r) is odd} 
={a1 ~~(rr)~(pr-r)*-(pt-r)+2pr-~*t dnd N,&)$p*t (mod 2)) 
= w. 
Similarly, 2, = w. Hence (3) is equivalent o 
c (pt - r- (pt - r)* + &(a)) + 1 w( s x(pt - iy) 
Iv4 ltr)Xpl r?-tpf -I) 
. 
Qxz(pr-r)- c (pt-r-Jv&))-JWJ, 
N&r)cpr-r 
which follows from (3 1) and (37). 
Hence the induction hypothesis of the proof of Theorem 3.4.9 is satisfied, and it 
folbws from that proof that Theorem 4.2.2 holds. Cl 
corolllaq 4.2.3 (Cruse [I]). A symmetric (1, 1,) 1).latin square A of size r x r on n 
symbols can be embedded ina symmetric latin square on n symbols if and only if 
and 
N&)b2r-n for all symbols (T 
lV,, (0) = n (mod 2) for at least r different symbols CT. 
CoroUaq 4.2.4. An edge-colouring of N: with colours C,, , . . , C,, can be extended 
to an equitable edge-colouring of Hi, with the sume colours if and cni’y if the 
following conditions hold, where li is the number of loops in Ci for each i, 1 s i s xt. 
IGWl~pfOrall21E V(Ht) (l<iSxt), 
21~I-li32pr-p2t (lSiSXt), 
(41) 
(42) 
li + p*t (mod 2) for at most ~(pt - r) colowrs Ci- (43) 
Corollary 4.2.4 is a translation of Theorem 4.2.1 to the language of edge- 
colourlngs of H*pl. There is an analogous translation of Theorem 4.2.2, .tjut 
since it is very complicated to state and since we shall state simpler results 
about edge-colourings of KEr+, later, we omit it here. 
rem 4.2S. If ~22, or if p = 1 and t is etren, then a partial symmetric 
(p, p x)-latin square of size r x r on xt symbols can be embedded in an exact 
&P 1 
syrtimetric (p, p, x)-latin square, repetition permitted, on the same symbsls if ply 2r, 
this inequality being best possible. 
_ If d > 3 ana f is odd, then a partial symmetric (1, 1, x)-lalin squar(e A sf site r x r 
011 xt symbols can be embedded in ait exact symmetric (1, 1, x)-latin square ocz the 
same symbsk if and sn!y if no symbsl OCCW~S more than once on the diagonal of A, 
Proof, Let A be a partial symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square of size r x r on xt 
symbols, where pt 3 2r. First we add symbols to each cell of A wirh fewer than x 
symbols, thus producing a symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square B of the same size and 
on the same symbols. This can be done, because 6he number of symbols available 
for such a cell is at lcast 
xr-2 ~=;(pk2,+z)zo. 
We wart to apply Theorem 42.1 to B to deduce that it can be embedded in an 
exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square, Condition (27) of Theorem 4.2.1 is clearly 
satisfied, since 2pr - p2t s Q. If p 2 2, 
SO (28) is also satisfied. If p = 1 and t is even, (28) is true because N&r) c,an be 
odd for at most rx symbols cr, and rx s x(pt - r). This proves that A ,:an be 
embedded as required. 
By considering an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square of size r x r as a partial 
symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square on xt symbols, we may apply Corollary 4.. 1.10 to 
see that the inequality is best possible. 
In an exact symmetric (1, 1, x)-latin square on xt symbols with t odd each 
symbol must occur exactly once in the diagonal. Therefore any partial square with 
some symbol occurring twice in the diagonal camlot be embedded. On the other 
hand, assume that A is a partial symmetric (1, 1, .x)-latin square of size I x r on xl 
symbols in which no symbol occurs more than once on the diagonal. Then the 
(1, 1, x)-latin square 18 above can be taken to have distinct symbols on its 
diagonal, because, with that restriction, the number of symbols not available for 
filling a vacant position in a diagonal cell of A is at most FX - 1 from the row (the 
same symbols occurring in tk.e column) plus (r- 1)x other symbols from the 
diagonal. Thus at least xt - (rx -1)-(r-I)Jc=x(?-22r+l)+lN symbols are 
available:. Then B will satisfy Condition (28) of Theorem 4.2.1, SO the embedding 
is possible. 0 
Theorem 4.2.6. Let p 2 2, and let A be a partial symmetric (p, ip, x)-latin square 
without repetition of size r X r on xt syvnbols. Then A can be embedded in an exact 
symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square without repetition on the same Symbols if 
pt32r+p-2. (44) 
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If A is a symmetric (p, p, x)-fatin square without repetition, or if there exists a 
rationaf nurrther k such that k 2 max{ r/p, 1). xk and pk are integers, and N*(u) = 0 
fr~r at feast xk syrnbofs a, then A can be embedded in an exact symmetric 
(p. p, x )-fatin square without repetition on the same syrnbofx if 
Remark 1. The case when p = 1 is covered in Theorem 4.2.5, since p = 1 implies 
there il; no repetition. 
&rFturk 2. The inequalities are the best possible obtainable independent of x. 
Allowing dependence on x, (44) may be repla&l by pt > 
max(2r+p-2-plx,2r- 1, p+r- 1). 
Remark 3. If ~32, condition 145) is essentially weaker than (44), because (44) 
implies (45) except when r = 1 = t, which IS a trival case. 
Prod lxt A be 21 partial symmetric (p, p, x Matin square without repetition of 
k:c r k r on xt symbols. We first show that jf A satisfies one of the conditions of 
the thcorcm [hen WC can fill any vacant places in 4 to obtain a symmetric 
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Fig. 24. 
We show that B can be embedded as required by showing that it satisfies 
conditions (29)-(3 1) of Theorem 4.2.2. 
Condition (29) of Theorem 4.2.2 is satisfied because 
2pr-p*t= -p(p?-2r)SO, 
2pr-p*t+(pt-r)*= (pt - r)(pt - r - p)+ pr 2 pr 
and no symbol can occur more than pr times in B. 
Condition (30) of Theorem 4.2.2 is satisfied because 
If pt - 2r = 0, a symbol contributes pt - r = r to the sum if it is in WI,), so that it 
occurf 2pr - pz t = 0 times in B. Also, if it occurs more tharl r times in B it can 
only contribute to the sum through being in w. This means that 
z (pt-r-j) In+Iwl=srxt-rx 
I 0 
where the term - rx is due to the fact that each diagonal occurrence of a symbol 
implies a loss of one from the maximal contribution, since if a symbol o occurs 
d s I- 1 times in the diagonal of B then rr$ m,, U l l l U md+ so it can contribute at 
most P- II, and if it occurs t times in the diagonal it is not in m,, U l l U PII,,,+~ U 
w and so contributes 0. Now, 
rxt - IX = (xt - X)V = (xt - x)(pt - rb. 
This com@etes the proof of Theroem KS. 0 
Corollary 4.2.7. The following is true wherlrer retpetition is permitted or not: 
1 symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square on xt symbols can always be embedded in an 
exact symmetric (p, p, .s )-km square on xt’ symbols, if t’ s 2 t and t’ is even if p = 1. 
An exact symmetrir (p+ p, x)&tin square on xt symbols cannot be embedded in a 
strictly larger exact symmetric (p, p, x)-Iutin square on less ti’tan 2xt symbols. 
Ker~urk. I’hc last part comes from Corollary 4.1.10. 
lJwcrr_sm 4,w A symmatric (PI p, xl-blaclwd latin sqww A af sizs rx r (VI 
symbols CT), l ’ l 9 vx, can be embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin 
square, repetition permitted, on the same symbols if and only if p(pt + 1) is euen ad 
NA(CTi)32pr-p(pt+ 1) (1 S isxt). 
Theorem 4.3.2. A symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square A without repetition of 
sizerxronsymbolsq,..., a,, can be embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)- 
bllrcked latin square without re, pIF?tition the same symbols if and only if p(pt + 1) is 
even, and the following two condit%ns are obeyed. 
2pr-p(pt+l)~N~(CTi)~2p.~-~(p!+l)*I-(pt+l-r)(pt-r) (lGiixt), (46) 
N,,(ui)ap+ r-pt- 1 for all rows ,I) of A (1Giixt). (47) 
Corollary 4,3.3. A symmetric (1 , 1, l)-blocked latin square A of site r x r on n 
symbols can be embedded in an exact symmetric (1, 1, I)-blocked latin square on n 
symbols if and only if n is odd and for all symbols cr, NJ(T) 2 2r - n - 1. 
Corollary 4.3.4. An edge-co!ouring of KF with colours C,, . . . , C,, can be extended 
to an equitable edge-colouring of Kit+, with the same colours if and only if p(pt + 1) 
is even and the following conditions hold. 
IC’&u)l s p for all u E. V(K:) (lSiSxt), (48) 
lCil3pr-~P(Pt+ 1) (Miixt). (49) 
Corollary 4.3.5. An edge-colouring of K: with colours C,, . , . , CX,, t 3 l., where no 
colour occurs on more than one edge between any two vertices can be extended to a 
htrlctnced adgeYcolouring of Ki, + I with the same colours if and only if p(pI + 1) is 
etsen and tire, following conditions hold. 
per-pt- t~(C,(u,(~p for all UE V(K:) (1 S isxt), (SO) 
~c,(qw=-fp(pt+ l)+&pt+ 1 -r)(pt-r) (Mr’~xt). (51) 
Thefmm 43.6. A partial syrnrnetric (p, p, x)-blocked lafin square of site r X r on xt 
symbols can he embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked fatin square, 
repetition permitred. on the same symbols if p(pr + 1) is even and pr 3 2r - 1. TClis 
incqurrlity is best possibk). 
Thsore;m 4.3.7. A purrirrl syrntnerric (p, p, x)-blocked larin ,vyuure A wit/lout 
repetiti~Jrn of site r x r on xt symbols can be embedded in an exact symmetric 
(p, p. xl-blocked larin square wit/tour repetition on rke same syntbols if p(pr + 1) is 
CWW, t b I, trrtd 
i 
2r-1 if ps2, 
pt 2 
2r-t-p-4 if p”3. 
(52) 
If A is a syrnrnetric (p, p, x)-blocked r’rrrin square or if IV,+) = 0 for xk symbols CT, 
wlrere k is a rurionul suclr t/tar xk, pk are integers, p(pk + 1) is even und k * 
mrr%{r - 1 /p, I ). tllun condition (52) rncry be replnced by the weaker condition (53): 
pt22r- 1 and pt ap+ r- 1. (53) 
&Prnctrk 1. ‘fhc cast t = 1 is triviai. 
Hemtrrk 2. Condition (52) is the best thstt can hc obtained independent of x; it 
may hc improved to pt >max(2r + p-4- p/x, 2r- 2, p + r - 21. 
CwoNav 4.3.8. 7%~ following is true wherher repetition is permirted or not: 
A sytrlrnetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square A on xt symbols can always be 
crnbedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square on xr’ symbols if pt’ 
is an integer, p(pt’+ 1) is even, rclnd 
1 
~‘z=&-- 
P 
if A is not exact, 
t’>2t if A is exact. 
lf A is exact it cannot be embedded in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin 
square on 2x1 symbols. 
Coroasry 4.3.9. An edge-colouring of a scrbgraph of K: with xr colours satisfying 
(48) of Corollary 4.3.4 can be extended tn an equitable edge-colouring of Kz,+, 
with the I- rme colours if p(pt c 1) is eveu and pt Z= 2r - 1. 
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Corollary 4.3.10. An edge-colouring of a subgraph of K: with xt colours satisfying 
(48) of C’orollary 4.3.4 and such that no eolour occurs on more than one edge 
joining any pair of vertices can be extended to a balunced edge-colouring of KJE,+l 
with the same colours if p(pt + 1) is even, t > 1, and 
2r- 1 
pt B 
if pS2, 
2r+p-4 if p3. 
5. Filling in symbol by symbol 
It is well known that an ordinary latin square can be filled in symbol by 
symbol-thus first g1 is placed so that it GCCUPS once in each row and column, then 
v2, then G, and so on-and that this process can be continued uninterruptedly 
until all the cells are filled in. Here we consider he same process for our 
generalized latin rectangles. 
First we consider the case of filling in exact (p, q, x)-iatin rectangles. Here it is 
obvious that the requirements above (that one symbol is placed in each cell and 
that each symbol occurs exactly once in each row and coloumn) must be replaced 
by rules (Rl) and (R2) below. 
(R 1) Not iknore than x symbols altogether ure placed in each cell, 
(R2) Each 
column. 
symbol is placed exuctly P times in each row and q time:; in 
If we want to obtain an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle without repetition, rule 
(R3) below is obviously necessary, and it is not difficult o see that to prevent a
filling-in procedure obeying (R3) from stopping too early, a rule like (R4) below lis 
necessary (xt being the number of symbols). 
(R3) No symbol is placed more than once in any cell, 
(R4) When the (r + l)-th symbol is about to be filled in, it must be placed in each 
cell in which there are exactly x - (xt - r) symbols. 
We now show that rules (Rl) and (R2) are enough to secure that a (p, 4, x)-labin 
rectangle isobtained by filling in symbol by symbol, and that, if t B 1, adding rules 
(R3) and (R4) ensures that this rectangle iswithout repetition. 
Theorem 5.1, The process of filling in a qt x pt matrix symbol by symbol, subject to 
rules (Rl) and (R2), and of stopping when no further symbol can be added 
according to the rules, always yields an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle, repetition 
permitted, on xt symbols. 
Theorem 5.2. Zf t 3 1, the process of filling in a qt x pt matrix symbol by symbol, 
su0ject to rules (Rl), (R2), (R3j and (R4), and of stopping when no further symbol 
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can be added accoilrding to the rules, always yields an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle 
without repetition on xt symbols. 
RrooQ of ‘l%eorem 5.1 aard 5.2. Suppose that r symbols have already been 
distributed in the qt x pt matrix subject to the rules (Rl) and (R2) (and rules (R3) 
and (R4) in the case of Theorem 5.2). If r = xt there are x symbols in each cell, so 
the process has come to an end, and an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle has been 
obtained as required. We assume 0 s r C xt. Let Nij be the number of symbols 
already placed in cell (i, j). Now form a bipartite graph G tiith independent vertex 
sets R ={p,, . . . , p,,} and S = {c,, . . . , c,,) in which pi is joined to cj by x - Nij 
edges (1 ES i 4 qt, 1 s i s pl) (by (Rl), x - Nij 20). Then each vertex of R has 
degree xpt- p:* = p(xt - r), and each vertex of S has degree xqt- qr = q(xt - r) 
(and, in the case of Theorem 5.2, since t 3 1 implies that x - Nij c xt - r for r = 0, 
rules (R3) and (R4) ensure that this inequality is always true, so no pair of vertices 
are joined by more than xt - r edges). 
We show that a further symbol can be fi%led in according to rules (Rl) and (R2) 
(and (R3) and (R4) in the case of Theorem 5.2). This corresponds in an obvious 
way to choosing a subgraph H of G such that du(oi) = p (1~ i s qt) and dH(cj) = 
j s pt) (and, in the Last of Theorem 5.2, such that H contains at mosi one 
edge between each pair of vertices and if two vertices are joined by xt- r edges in 
Cb then H contains one of them). But, by Theorem 2.1, G has a balanced 
edge-colouring with xt - t colours, and the subgraph of G induced by any one 
colour class has all the properties required for H. 
This proves both theorems. Cl 
Curolky 5.3. A partial (p, q, x)-latin rectangle of size qt x pt in which each symbol 
occurs either 0 or pqt times can be embedded in an exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle, 
repetition permitted, on xt symbols. 
coronaq 54. If ml, a partial (p, q, x)-latin rectangle without re,setition of size 
qt x pt in which each symbol occurs either 0 or pqt times can be embedded in an 
exact (p, q, x)-latin rectangle without repetition on xt symbols if and only if 
Nij 2 x - (.;lrt - N), where N is the number of symbols occuning pqf times and Nij is 
the number of symbols in cell (i, j) (1~ i s qt, 1 s j < pt). 
For ordinary latin squares the proass of filling in symbol by symbol is 
equivalent to filling in row by row (or column by column). This is not true for 
(p, q, x)-latin rectangles, but Corollaries 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 show that also in the 
general case is row by row filling-in possible (likewise column by cdumn). 
Next we consider filling in an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square, r’epetition 
permittA, symbol by symbol. Theorem 5.5 below is just concerned with the case 
when 6; even. If p is odd the procedur:: rnay not work. It seems unlikely that a 
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sensible collection of simple rules could be formulated so that symbol by symbol 
filling-in according to the rules will always work when p is odd. However, the 
following obvious rule is enough to state a satisfactory result for p even. 
(R5) Each symbol is placed symmetrically. 
Theorem 5.5. Let p be even. The process of filling in a pt x pt matrix symbol by 
symbol, subject to rules (Rl), (R2) (with p = q) and (RS), and of stopping tvhen no 
further symbol can be added according to the rules, always yields an exact 
symmetric (p, p, x)-tatin square, repetition permitted, on xt symbols. 
Remzk. We have not seen how to ensure that there is no repetition in any cell. 
Proof. Suppose that r symbols have alreiidy been distributed in the pt x pt matrix 
subject to rules (‘M), (R2) and (R5). If r = xt each cell contains x symbols and an 
exact symmetric (p, p, x)-latin square has been obtained. We assume 0~ r C xt. 
Let Nij be the number of symbols already placed in cell (i, j), and form a graph G 
on vertices pl, . . . , ppt in which pi is joined to pi by x - Nij edges if i # j and pi has 
X-b&i 1OOpS on It (1 s i G pt, 15 j = pt). Then ‘ea(:h vertex has degree xpt C- pr = 
p(xt - r), which is even. 
We show that a further symbol can be filled in according to the rules (Rl), (R.2) 
and (R5). This corresponds in an obvious way to choosing a p-factor F in G. But, 
by a well-known theorem of Petersen [S] (extended to graphs with loops by Kiirnig 
[4]), any regular graph of even degree is the union of two-factors, so G contains a 
p-factor F. This proves Theorem 55. 0 
Finally we consider exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin squares. We tImit thle 
proof of the theorem below, since it is essentially the same as that of Theorem 
5.5. The rule ensuring that we get a (p, p, x)-blocked latin square is (R6) below. 
(R6) No symbol is placed in a diagonal cell. 
Theorem 5.7. Let p be even. The process of filling in a (pt+ 1)~ (pt-:a 1) matrix 
symbol by symbol, subject to rules (Rl), (R2) (with p = q), (RS) and (R6), and of 
stopping when no further symbol can be added according to the rules, always yie!ds 
an exact symmetric (p, p, x)-blocked latin square, repetition permitted, on xt sym- 
bols. 
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